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Abstract

The lowest-dimensional representation of the group E6 contains both
the standard quarks and leptons and a set of exotic quarks and leptons
whose decays can involve a series of chains ending in radiative decay of
one light neutrino species to another. An example is given based on the
decomposition E6 → SU(2)I× SU(6), where SU(2)I is an “inert” subgroup

whose gauge bosons W
(±)
I and ZI are all electromagnetically neutral, while

SU(6) contains the conventional SU(5) grand-unified group. The possibility
is explored that such a chain is responsible for an event observed by the
Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) involving the production in proton-
antiproton collisions at Ec.m. = 1.8 TeV of an electron-positron pair, two
photons, and missing energy (e+e−γγE/T ).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The “grand unification” of strong and electroweak interactions in a larger sym-
metry, and the identification of quarks and leptons as objects related to one another
under this symmetry, involves such groups as SU(5) [1], SO(10) [2], and E6 [3]. We
briefly recall some properties of each group.

Within SU(5) a specific choice of representations (5∗ + 10) is required for the
left-handed fermions in order to accommodate the known states and to eliminate
anomalies. This choice is automatic if left-handed fermions are assigned to the
16-dimensional spinor multiplet of SO(10); the additional state is a right-handed
neutrino. Anomalies are not present in SO(10), as long as matter belongs to
complete multiplets.

The lowest-dimensional representation (27) of the group E6 contains the 16
of SO(10), as well as 10- and 1-dimensional (“exotic”) representations of SO(10).
There has been some interest in E6 as a result of its appearance in certain versions
of superstring theories [4, 5].

In the present article we discuss some properties of a decomposition [6, 7] of
E6 into a subgroup SU(2)I× SU(6), where the subscript I stands for “inert.” The
SU(6) contains the conventional grand-unified group SU(5) and an additional U(1)
factor which may be denoted U(1)51. The gauge bosons of SU(2)I× U(1)51 are all
electromagnetically neutral. These gauge bosons may mediate some interesting
processes in hadronic collisions, electron-positron annihilations, and e−p reactions.

We have been stimulated to recall features of the present E6 decomposition by
the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) Collaboration’s report [8] of an event with
an electron-positron pair, two photons, and missing energy (e+e−γγE/T ), produced
in proton-antiproton collisions at Ec.m. = 1.8 TeV. Alternative interpretations of
this event have appeared within the context of supersymmetry [9] and in one
non-supersymmetric model [10]. There is still a need for extensive discussions of
standard-model backgrounds to this event, such as multiple interactions, radiative
production of W pairs, effects of cracks in the detector, and so on.

While we are aware of the dangers of speculations based on a single event, the
possibility that one is seeing evidence for an extended gauge structure (such as
occurs in E6) is sufficiently appealing and predictive that it is worth considering at
present, even though many of the predictions have been in the literature for some
time. Our picture will be explicitly non-supersymmetric and is meant in part to
illustrate the pitfalls of too hasty a conclusion that a given class of events has
proved the validity of low-energy supersymmetry.

In Section II we recall some of the necessary E6 group theory. Implications
for the CDF e+e−γγE/T event and others produced in hadron colliders are treated
in Sec. III. Some signatures in other machines are noted in Sec. IV, while Sec. V
concludes.
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II. E6 DECOMPOSITION

A. Multiplet structure

The 27 of E6 corresponding to the first family of left-handed quarks and leptons
may be decomposed in the following manner under SU(2)I× SU(6):

(2I , 6
∗)L =





















h̄1 d̄1
h̄2 d̄2
h̄3 d̄3
νE νe
E− e−

N̄e ne





















, (1I , 15)L =





















0 ū3 −ū2 d1 u1 h1

−ū3 0 ū1 d2 u2 h2

ū2 −ū1 0 d3 u3 h3

−d1 −d2 −d3 0 e+ N̄E

−u1 −u2 −u3 −e+ 0 E+

−h1 −h2 −h3 −N̄E −E+ 0





















.

(1)
Similar decompositions hold for the second and third quark-lepton families.

Although the exotic fermions in E6 have been discussed previously (see, e.g.,
[3] and [13]), we review them briefly. We mention the properties of the left-handed
states; those of the right-handed states may be obtained via CP-conjugation.

• h is a weak-isosinglet quark with charge −1/3.

• νE and E− are a weak isodoublet; so are E+ and N̄E . We write N̄E rather
than ν̄E to stress the possibility that νE and N̄E may be two distinct Majo-
rana neutrinos rather than components of a single Dirac neutrino.

• N̄e is the left-handed antiparticle (the CP-conjugate) of the right-handed
neutrinoNe. As in the previous case, νe and N̄e may be two distinct Majorana
neutrinos rather than components of a single Dirac neutrino.

• ne is a Majorana neutrino which is a singlet under both left-handed and
right-handed SU(2).

All the exotic fermions listed above except ne may be assigned to a 10-plet
of SO(10) under E6→ SO(10) × U(1). The ne may be assigned to a singlet of
SO(10). An alternative assignment to SO(10) multiplets is generated by inter-
changing states in the two columns of (2I , 6

∗)L [11, 12].
With the above descriptions it should be clear how subgroups of SU(6) such

as color SU(3) and weak (left-handed) SU(2) act on the multiplets in Eq. (1). For
example, in the multiplet (2I , 6

∗)L, color SU(3) acts on the first three rows, while
SU(2)L acts on the fourth and fifth rows. The conventional grand-unified SU(5)
acts on the first five rows. The behavior of SU(6) subgroups acting on the 15
is best seen by constructing it as the antisymmetric product of two 6’s. Thus,
(ui, di)L (i = 1, 2, 3) and (E+, N̄E) form SU(2)L doublets.

B. U(1) charges in SU(6) → SU(5) × U(1)

The simplest pattern of subsequent breakdown after E6 → SU(2)I× SU(6) is
SU(6) → SU(5) × U(1)51, where SU(5) is the conventional grand-unified group and
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Table I: Higgs bosons belonging to the 27-plet of E6 and their transformation
properties under some of its subgroups.

Boson I3L I3I Q51 What its vev does
ν̃E 1/2 1/2 1 Gives d, e Dirac mass
ν̃e 1/2 −1/2 1 Mixes exotics, non-exotics
˜̄Ne 0 1/2 −5 Mixes exotics, non-exotics
ñe 0 −1/2 −5 Gives h, νE , E Dirac mass
˜̄NE −1/2 0 4 Gives u, ν Dirac mass

U(1)51 denotes an extra U(1) factor. Adopting integral values for the charges Q51 of
this U(1), we may decompose the 6∗ of SU(6) in Eq. (1) as 6∗ = 5∗

1+1−5 and, since
a 15 is the antisymmetric product of two 6’s, we find 15 = 10−2 + 54. Here the
bold-face numbers on the right denote the dimension of the SU(5) representation,
while the subscripts denote the U(1) charges Q51.

C. Fermion masses

We seek a pattern of mass splittings consistent with the hypothesis that all the
exotic fermions which can couple to the photon and Z have masses large enough
that they will not have been produced in the tens of millions of Z decays observed
at the CERN LEP electron-positron collider and in the smaller amount of data
collected at higher energies. The mass splittings will be implemented by means
of Higgs bosons belonging to a 27-plet of E6, through the E6-invariant trilinear
coupling of three 27’s.

The similarity of Higgs and fermion representations is a feature which makes
E6 particularly appealing in supersymmetric theories. Thus, without making any
necessary claims of supersymmetry, we will use a tilde to denote a scalar particle
transforming in the same manner under E6 or SU(2)I× SU(6) as the neutral states
in Eq. (1). The Higgs bosons, their transformation properties, and the effects of
their vacuum expectation values (vevs) are listed in Table I.

The “standard” Higgs bosons in the present notation are ν̃E and ˜̄NE. Suffi-
ciently large Dirac masses for the exotic fermions h, νE, and E may be generated
by a vev of the boson ñe. Such a Dirac mass term couples νE with N̄E. Exotic
fermions may be mixed with non-exotic ones via vevs of the two remaining Higgs

bosons ν̃e and
˜̄Ne. These vevs may be very small if some selection rule forbids the

mixing of exotic and non-exotic fermions. Thus, a reasonable hierarchy for vevs
would be

〈ñe〉 = O(TeV) ≫ (〈ν̃E〉, 〈 ˜̄NE〉) = O(v) ≫ (〈ν̃e〉, 〈 ˜̄Ne〉) , (2)

where v = 246 GeV = 2−1/4G
−1/2
F characterizes the electroweak breaking scale.
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As mentioned in Ref. [14], one can describe all fermion masses satisfactorily
using the pattern suggested by Table I and employing E6-invariant couplings, with
the exception of neutrinos. Since Dirac masses for up-type quarks and neutrinos

both arise through the vev of the Higgs boson ˜̄NE , one needs (i) to introduce
some additional source of a large Majorana mass for N̄e (see, e.g., [15]), thereby
causing ordinary neutrinos to have very small Majorana masses [16], (ii) to provide
an additional singlet of E6 with which N̄e can form a Dirac mass [11], or (iii) to
explicitly forbid the trilinear coupling between a pair of fermions transforming as
(2I , 6

∗)L and a boson transforming as (1I , 15)L. We shall adopt the last point
of view, since a fairly light N̄e will play a likely role in our explanation of the
e+e−γγE/T event. We regard this as the least satisfactory feature of the present
model.

There appears to be no phenomenological need to generate a mass for ne, and

no source of such a mass except through the couplings neνE
˜̄NE or neN̄E ν̃E (whose

effects could be well overwhelmed by a Dirac mass involving the pairing of N̄E

with νE). Thus an appealing candidate for a light state is the state ne, as has been
pointed out elsewhere [12, 17, 18, 19].

The Dirac masses of the exotic fermions h, E, and νE could be of any values
high enough to evade bounds associated with Z decays and with more recent
higher-energy electron-positron collision experiments at LEP. As in the case of b
and τ , masses which start out identical at very small distance scales will evolve
at larger distances as a result of differing gauge interactions in such a way that
one will expect exotic quarks to be more massive (perhaps by roughly the factor
mb/mτ ) than exotic leptons.

D. Exotic gauge boson masses and couplings

We assume that in the breakdowns E6→ SU(2)I× SU(6) and SU(5) → SU(3)c×
SU(2)L× U(1)Y (where Y is the standard weak hypercharge) the gauge bosons
corresponding to the broken symmetries obtain super-heavy masses. Thus, we are
left with the gauge bosons of SU(2)I× U(1)51 to discuss.

In the hierarchy (2), the largest vev is acquired by a doublet of SU(2)I with non-
zero charge Q51. This situation is very close to that of the Weinberg-Salam model.
If this were the only source of SU(2)I× U(1)51 breaking, we would have three
massive bosons (two lighter than the third) and a massless boson. For simplicity,
we assume instead that the U(1)51 factor is broken at a high mass scale by some
other mechanism and that we have only to deal with SU(2)I . In that case we
will have a theory equivalent to the Weinberg-Salam model with θ = 0, and there
will be three electromagnetically neutral bosons, each with mass of several hundred
GeV. (A lower limit of order 105 GeV on the scale of SU(2)I breaking was obtained
in [20] with specific model-dependent assumptions and does not apply here.)

We use the notation W
(±)
I for two of the neutral bosons to denote the fact that

they change I3I by ±1 unit. The third boson (which couples to I3I but does not
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change it) will be denoted by ZI . The masses of the three bosons will be

MI = gIV/2 , V 2 ≡
∑

i

〈ñi〉2 , (3)

where gI is the SU(2)I coupling constant (probably no stronger than the standard
SU(2)L electroweak coupling constant) and the sum is over all families of Higgs
bosons transforming as ñe. V is likely to be a number of order 1 TeV if the
exotic fermions discussed above are to be responsible for signals observed in present
collider experiments. The possibility of a second Z ′ within E6, if one does not
choose to break the U(1)51 symmetry at some high mass scale, should be kept in
mind.

III. EFFECTS OF WI AND ZI AT HADRON COLLIDERS

Some features of exotic fermion production and decay via gauge interactions
mediated by WI and ZI were discussed in [7]. We concentrate in this section on
production via dd̄ collisions and decay via WI exchange.

A. Production and decay of ZI

The states coupling to ZI are the members of the (2I , 6
∗)L in Eq. (1). Each state

couples with equal strength, since each has I3I = ±1/2. The ZI can be produced in
the direct channel in electron-positron collisions, or it can be produced in hadronic
collisions via the dd̄ → ZI subprocess. Since d quarks are softer than u quarks
in a proton (and there are fewer of them), the production of ZI at the Fermilab
Tevatron (involving proton-antiproton collisions) will be more difficult than that
of most other Z ′ states within E6 [7, 21]. One can see this feature in the relatively
weak limits placed on ZI production in present Tevatron data [22]. A ZI of 511
GeV (corresponding to the highest-mass e+e− pair observed by CDF) is a possible
candidate for such a state.

The branching ratios for ZI decay can be deduced from the states with masses
below M(ZI)/2 with I3I = ±1/2, as in Eq. (1). Thus, for three such families, the
branching ratio to e+e− would be 1/36 ≃ 3%, not very different from that of a
standard Z. The presence of superpartners in final states would lower branching
ratios further [23].

The subprocess dd̄ → ZI → e−e+ is characterized by a maximal angular asym-
metry (i.e., AFB = −3/4) in the backward direction [24], as one can see from the
couplings in Eq. (1). This is in contrast to the large forward asymmetry AFB ≃ 0.6
expected [24] and observed [25] for the subprocesses (uū or dd̄) → (γ∗, Z∗) → e−e+

in the standard model for e−e+ masses in the Drell-Yan continuum well above the
Z.

The ZI can decay to pairs of exotic fermions such as hh̄, νE ν̄E , E
−E+, N̄eNe,

and nen̄e. It thus acts as a gateway from the conventional world to exotic mat-
ter, allowing the production of higher-mass states (or states produced with more
transverse momentum) than the conventional Drell-Yan processes involving virtual
photons, Z’s, or gluons.
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B. Processes mediated by WI exchange

Every member of one column of the (2I , 6
∗)L multiplet in Eq. (1) can couple

to the corresponding member of the other column through emission or absorption
of a (probably virtual) WI . In some cases, as in top quark decay, the gauge boson
which mediates the decay may even be on its mass shell. There thus arises the
possibility of a new class of beta decays, whose details depend on the combined
masses of various doublets of SU(2)I .

We have argued that the states n are likely to be fairly light. One possibility
for the end-product of decays mediated by WI exchange is for them to involve N̄ n̄
pairs. This mechanism will make sense if N̄ does not acquire too large a Majorana
mass, or is somehow prevented from acquiring a Dirac mass in combination with
ν. A means must then be found for the N̄ to decay. This may take place through
a radiative mechanism, such as N̄ → γn. Such processes can arise as a result of
loop diagrams involving mixing [17, 18]. The lifetime must be sufficiently short
that the decay occurs within the detector (so that photons are detected), but not
short enough to imply large flavor-changing neutral currents, on which there are
stringent constraints [26].

An alterative “lightest pair” would be νE ν̄e. In that case it would be the νE
which would have to undergo radiative decay, perhaps to γνe.

Box diagrams involving WI exchange and intermediate h-type quarks can lead
to effective flavor-changing neutral interactions of the right-handed d, s, and
b quarks or their left-handed antiquark counterparts (as these are the ones in
SU(2)I doublets). The suppression of these interactions below the levels of ordinary
flavor-changing neutral interactions induced by SU(2)L interactions imposes con-
straints on the CKM-like matrix describing the SU(2)I couplings between d, s, b
and the corresponding h-type quarks. These appear to be easily satisfied for h-
type quarks no heavier than the top quark and WI masses in the range of several
hundred GeV. A more serious constraint could in principle arise from the process
µ → eγ, which can be mediated by loops involving a WI and an intermediate
exotic charged lepton. Retracing steps taken in [27], it turns out that with rea-
sonable assumptions about mixing between light and heavy leptons this process is
predicted to occur at a rate below present limits.

C. Interpretation of the CDF e+e−γγE/T event

One event of the form pp̄ → e+e−γγE/T+ . . . (event 257646 of run 68739) has
been reported at

√
s = 1.8 TeV by the CDF Collaboration at the Fermilab Tevatron

[8]. A possible interpretation of this event is the production of an E−E+ pair
via the subprocess dd̄ → ZI → E−E+ (which has a maximal negative forward-
backward asymmetry AFB = −3/4, just like dd̄ → ZI → e−e+). The E± states
then decay to e± and virtual (or perhaps real) WI ’s, which then materialize into
whatever doublets of SU(2)I are energetically accessible (such as the possibilities
mentioned above). The decays of virtual WI ’s are thus conceivable sources of
photons + (missing energy) in a wide class of events.
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A likely mass for E lies between the maximum beam energy currently attained
by LEP (80.5 GeV) and slightly below half the mass of the ZI candidate mentioned
above (511 GeV/2 ≃ 250 GeV). Depending on the masses of the other exotic
fermions, the ZI could decay to a number of pairs of such states, including exotic
charged leptons which we may call M and T of the second and third families,
hh̄ (for one or more families) and the SU(2)I-doublet exotic neutral leptons [see
Eq. (1)]. At the very least, one should expect to see at least one νE ν̄E pair, most
likely leading to a pair of photons and missing energy as discussed below in Sec. IV
A.

D. Scalar particles

The existence of an extended Higgs structure within E6, based on bosons be-
longing to the 27-plet, implies that in addition to the neutral bosons noted in Table
I there are likely to be some light scalars with electromagnetic charges Q = ±1.
(Some of the corresponding colored scalars can mediate proton decay and must be
very heavy [28].) We mention this possibility only to note how rich the E6 spec-
trum is likely to be; to demonstrate that it is evidence for supersymmetry may
require considerable effort, such as the comparison of couplings with one another.

E. Other signatures in hadron collisions

The exchange of virtual WI quanta can lead to the production of pairs of exotic
quarks through the process dd̄ → hh̄ at subenergies below that where direct ZI

production can contribute [7]. Whether through WI exchange or via ZI in the
direct channel, the angular asymmetry of the subprocess should be maximal (i.e.,
AFB = 3/4) in the forward direction. The decays of h and h̄ will be similar to
those of E+ and E−, but with down-type quarks replacing charged leptons.

Production of νE ν̄E pairs through ZI decay should lead to pairs of photons +
(missing energy) if the major decay modes of νE are radiative or involve a radiative
chain.

It may be that decays like E− → νE + (. . .)− can compete favorably with
decays mediated by WI . In that case the system (. . .) can be any decay product
of a (probably virtual) W−, and may include hadron jets as well as leptons of any
flavor. However, if a large weak-isosinglet Dirac mass is induced for both E and
νE , these two states may be fairly close to one another in mass.

F. CDF trilepton event

Another exotic event (run 67581 / event 129896) reported by the CDF Collab-
oration [8] involves an e+e− pair, a µ−, a jet, and missing transverse energy. This
could be due to ZI → E+E−, where the decays of E± lead to subsequent e± pairs,
possibly through chains of ordinary weak charge-changing transitions. The muon
and missing energy might be the decay products of one such (perhaps virtual) W ,
while the jet might be the (merged) decay products of another.

7



IV. OTHER COLLIDERS

A. Electron-positron colliders

The reaction e+e− → ZI → . . . is an obvious gateway to new physics. However
[7], one can also expect an observable rate for WI exchange in the process e+e− →
E+E− even at energies not corresponding to ZI formation in the direct channel.
Moreover, all the exotic fermions with the exception of N̄e and ne can be produced
via virtual photons and/or Z’s in the direct channel.

Define x ≡ sin2 θ, s ≡ E2
c.m., and r ≡ [s/(s−m2

Z)x(1 − x)]. Then far from the
Z pole, where the Z width can be neglected, the contribution of a virtual photon
and Z in the direct channel to the cross section for production of a fermion with
electric charge Qf and axial and vector Z couplings gA and gV is

σ(e+e− → f f̄) = σγ

{

Q2
f − 2rQfg

e
V g

f
V + r2[(geV )

2 + (geA)
2][(gfV )

2 +
β2

KV
(gfA)

2]

}

,

(4)
where

σγ ≡ 4πα2

3s
NcβKV , β ≡

(

1− 4m2
f

s

)1/2

, KV ≡ 3− β2

2
, (5)

and Nc is the number of colors of fermions. For quarks (Nc = 3) the cross section
should be multiplied by an additional correction factor of 1 + (αs/π) ≈ 1.04. The
values of σ/σ0 far above pair production threshold, where σ0 ≡ σ(e+e− → γ∗ →
µ+µ−), are compared in Table II for various fermion species f when the energy is
far below the Z pole (where only the virtual photon dominates) and when it is far
above the Z (where the interference in vector contributions of the photon and Z
is possible). In computing the values of gV and gA for E− and a Dirac neutrino
νE one must recall that both left-handed and right-handed states have the same
value of I3L: −1/2 for E− and +1/2 for νE .

All the exotic fermions h, E, and νE (assuming the last is a Dirac particle) are
produced exclusively via their vector couplings, and so are excited with a cross
section which attains its maximum not far above the threshold energy Eth. The
peak occurs at the maximum value of β(3−β2)(1−β2), or Ec.m. = 1.18Eth for very
heavy fermions, but somewhat lower when the ratio MZ/2mf is non-negligible as
a result of the proximity of the Z pole. Thus, for example, for Dirac neutrinos
with m(νE) = 70, 80, 90 GeV the respective cross sections for e+e− → νE ν̄E peak
at 2.9, 1.8, and 1.2 pb for Ec.m. = 154, 179, and 204 GeV, which are 1.10, 1.12,
and 1.13 times Eth.

With our present interpretation of the CDF e+e−γγE/T event, the lowest-energy
signature for new physics in an electron-positron collider (such as LEP) could be
the process e+e− → Z∗ → νE ν̄E, followed by the radiative decay of each νE to
γne. In this case, one would see events with two non-coplanar photons whose
energies would become more and more monochromatic as the machine energy was
lowered toward νE ν̄E threshold. Such a signature is also a feature of neutralino pair

8



Table II: Cross sections σ [in units of σ0 ≡ σ(e+e− → γ∗ → µ+µ−)] for e+e−

production of pairs of fermions f f̄ via virtual photons and Z’s in the direct channel.
Here t-channel exchanges are neglected for e and νe. The νE is assumed to be a
Dirac neutrino. Values of gfV are quoted for x = 0.2315. QCD corrections to quark
production have been neglected.

Fermion Qf gfV gfA σ/σ0 far σ/σ0 far
f below Z above Z
u 2/3 0.0957 −1/4 4/3 1.80
d −1/3 −0.1728 1/4 1/3 0.92
e− −1 −0.0185 1/4 1 1.13
νe 0 1/4 −1/4 0 0.25
h −1/3 0.0772 0 1/3 0.35
E− −1 −0.2685 0 1 1.20
νE 0 1/2 0 0 0.50

production in several supersymmetric scenarios [9]. On the other hand, if it is the
N̄e and not the νE which is undergoing radiative decay, the reaction e+e− → νE ν̄E
may still act as a gateway to the production of pairs of acoplanar photons, but
their energies will not be monochromatic even at νE ν̄E threshold since they will
then be produced via the chain

νE → νeW
∗

I → νeN̄en̄e → νeneγn̄e . (6)

B. Electron-proton collisions

In electron-proton collisions, the subprocess e−d → E−h is allowed by WI

exchange [7]. The subprocess e+d → E+h involves a mismatch of SU(2)I quantum
numbers and is forbidden. Thus, at the HERA collider, e−p collisions afford a
better chance than e+p collisions for discovering the new fermions proposed here.
As in other experiments, one signature for new physics would be the observation
of events with isolated photons and missing transverse energy.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated some features of the symmetry chain E6 → SU(2)I×
SU(6) which illustrate the richness of the group E6 for exhibiting new physics
at present-day colliders. An “inert” SU(2) subgroup, involving one ZI and two
WI bosons, can manifest itself through direct production of the ZI , production of
exotic fermions, and decays of these fermions which can proceed through several
chains before ending up in a radiative cascade. The present scenario is thus one
which lends itself to interpretation of an event involving an e+e−γγE/T final state
reported by the CDF Collaboration at Fermilab. The favored interpretation is

p̄p → ZI + . . . → E+E− + . . . (7)
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followed by the chain

E− → e−W
(∗)
I → e−N̄en̄e → e−γnen̄e (8)

and its charge-conjguate for E+ decay. The ne state is allowed to be stable as
long as its mass satisfies cosmological bounds (typically less than a few tens of
eV). The ZI is a neutral gauge boson with mass greater than present limits [22]
of a few hundred GeV. The WI is probably virtual, as indicated by the asterisk
in parentheses. The neutral nature of all three bosons in SU(2)I is a key feature
permitting the flavor of E− to be passed on to the electron.

Implications of the present E6 scheme include: (1) the expectation of γγ events
with missing energy but no charged lepton pairs, both in proton-antiproton col-
lisions at Ec.m. = 1.8 TeV and in electron-positron annihilations at sufficiently
high energy, (2) the confirmation of other decay modes of the “gateway” state ZI ,
and (3) the possibility of WI-exchange processes in a number of reactions such as
electron-proton collisions, leading to pair-production of exotic states.

The purpose of this exercise was in part to see if the CDF event could be viewed
in a manner other than that involving supersymmetry [9] (see also [10]). This being
said, the present story has several features in common with the supersymmetric
versions. One may, in fact, have to work rather hard to demonstrate whether
the phenomena described above are really an alternative to supersymmetry, or
evidence for it.

• The grand unified group is SU(5). One cannot invoke multi-scale symmetry
breaking to obtain satisfactory predictions for the weak mixing angle or pro-
ton decay. The matter spectrum associated with supersymmetry provides a
satisfactory description within SU(5), but it remains to be seen whether the
spectrum of fermions and Higgs representations proposed here (which may
be only part of a supersymmetric spectrum) can do as well.

• The exotic leptons look somewhat like charginos (or selectrons) and neutrali-
nos, which also can decay via chains involving missing energy and photons.
The missing transverse energy in the event (around 53 GeV) when compared
to the average transverse energy of the observed photons and leptons (around
41 GeV), is more characteristic of a pair of missing particles as in the super-
symmetry scenario than of the two nen̄e pairs implied by the present scheme.
(We are using a statistical estimate whereby 53/41 is closer to

√
2 than to√

4.)

• The use of 27-plet multiplets of E6 both for matter (fermions) and Higgs
particles (bosons) is an invitation to make the theory supersymmetric. On
the other hand, we have not made the gauge sector supersymmetric; we
have not necessarily invoked selection rules like R-parity which distinguish
superpartners from ordinary particles; and we have not required the existence
of three 27-plets of Higgs bosons as superpartners for our three 27-plets of
fermions.
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The pattern of quarks and leptons has been quite regular up to now, just as
if the periodic table of the elements consisted only of rows of equal length and
were missing hydrogen, helium, the transition metals, the lanthanides, and the
actinides. The new heavy states proposed here are the particle analogues of the
transition metals. The light ones could be the analogues of hydrogen and helium.
Such new states could help us to make sense of the pattern of the masses of the
more familiar ones.
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